
Aumulation of Objet Representations utilizingInteration of Robot Ation and PereptionNorbert Kr�uger, Marus Akermann, Gerald SommerLehrstuhl f�ur kognitive SystemeInstitut f�ur Informatik,Christian{Albrehts{Universit�at zu KielPreusserstrasse 1-9, 24105 Kiel, Germanynkrfmaa,gsg�ks.informatik.uni-kiel.deAbstratWe introdue a roboti{vision system whih is able to extrat objet repre-sentations autonomously utilizing a tight interation of visual pereption androboti ation within a pereption ation yle [10, 17℄. Controlled movementof the objet grasped by the robot enables us to ompute the transformationsof entities whih are used to represent objets and to �nd orrespondenes ofentities within an image sequene.A general aumulation sheme allows to aquire robust information fromimperfet and partly missing information extrated from single frames of animage sequene. Here we used this sheme with a preproessing stage inwhih 3D-line segments are extrated from stereo images. However, the a-umulation sheme an be used with any kind of preproessing as long as theentities used to represent objets an be brought to orrespondene by ertainequivalene relations suh as 'rigid body motion'.1 IntrodutionModel based vision systems usually apply manually designed objet representations(see e.g., [19℄ or [12℄). These methods usually work well but ommonly have draw-baks with the need of manual intervention for reating objet representations andthe �ne{tuning of these representations. Here we demonstrate an autonomous ex-tration of objet representations making use of a tight interation of pereption andation: Aumulation of information takes plae within a pereption{ation{yle[10, 17℄. As a hallenging perspetive we aim at a oupled roboti{vision systemwhih is not equipped with manually designed objet representations but the ob-jet to be manipulated is given to the robot and a representation is aumulatedautonomously (see �gure 1).Feature extration faes the problem that semanti information extrated byarti�ial systems from a single image or stereo images even under optimal onditionsis neessarily imperfet. For instane, although there exist a large amount of edgedetetors none of them is omparable to human performane. One important reasonfor the extremely good performane of humans on these tasks is that the humanvisual system applies onstraints to interpret a ertain sene or situation [6, 11℄. Asituation never stands for itself but is embedded in a time ontinuum [7℄. Thereforean important onstraint is the utilization of the oherene of objets during a rigidbody motion whih allows to aumulate information over time.



Figure 1: left) top: left and right image of an objet. bottom: the projeted 3D rep-resentation extrated from the stereo images. middle) Two pairs of stereo images(top: left amera image, middle: right amera image) and the the projeted 3D rep-resentation (bottom). right) Projeted 3D Representation aumulated over a setof stereo images. Dark areas represent line segments aumulating high on�denes.Grey areas represent line segments aumulating medium or low on�denes.In this paper we suggest to aumulate objet representations from image se-quenes by using the equivalene relation 'rigid body motion'. We aount forthe vagueness of semanti information extrated from single images by assigningon�denes to this information and aumulating this information over an imagesequene of a moving objet. Although the information extrated from single im-ages ontain errors (see the representations on the left hand side of �gure 1) a morestable representation an be ahieved by ombining information from di�erent im-ages (see right hand side of �gure 1). Beause the objet an hange its positionand orientation | and this hange might be wanted beause another view of theobjet gives new information whih might not be extratable from another view |we fae the orrespondene problem: Correspondenes between entities desribingthe objet in di�erent images (or 3D interpretations extrated from stereo images)are not known.Here the orrespondene problem is solved within a behavior based paradigm [3,16℄. The parameter of motion are known sine the robot manipulates the objet andthe transformations of entities an be ompensated for eah frame of the sequene toahieve orrespondenes. Knowing the orrespondenes an algorithm an be appliedto update and improve the objet representation iteratively. This aumulationalgorithm is an extension of an algorithm introdued in [11, 14℄ whih has onlydealt with 2D representation and translational motion.2 Extration of Objet Representations from Im-age SequenesOur aumulation algorithm an be de�ned independently of the entities used torepresent objets. The algorithm also is independent of the onrete equivalenerelation or transformation used to de�ne orrespondenes. It only requires an objetrepresentation by ertain entities for whih a metri is de�ned and to whih ertaintransformations or equivalene relations (suh as rigid body motion) an be applied.The objet establishes itself as an invariant under the equivalene relation, i.e., asan equivalene lass. The algorithm in its general form is de�ned in subsetion 2.1.In this paper for the representation of objets we use loal three dimensional line



PSfrag replaements e1 e2 T 1;2(e1)ê2 ê3e3 T 2;3(e2)Figure 2: The aumulation sheme. The entity e1 (here represented as a square) istransformed to T 1;2(e1). Note that without this transformation it is barely unpossi-ble to �nd a orrespondene between the entities e1 and e2 beause the entities showsigni�ant di�erenes in appearane and position. Here a orrespondene betweenT 1;2(e1) and e2 is found beause a similar square an be found lose to T 1;2(e1) andboth entities are merged to the entity ê2. The on�dene assigned to ê2 is set to ahigher value than the on�dene assigned to e1 indiated by the width of the lines ofthe square. The same proedure is then applied for the next frame for whih againa orrespondene has been found. By this sheme information an be aumulatedto ahieve robust representations.segments only. The extension of the system to other kind of objet desriptors suhas texture, olor or optial ow is part of our urrent researh.The onrete realization of the aumulation sheme an be divided into twoparts, preproessing (setion 2.2.1) and aumulation (setion 2.2.2). The algorithmis applied to a stereo image sequene in whih the objet grasped by the robotis shown to the system in various positions and orientations (see �gure 1). Arepresentation is aumulated over the stereo image sequene (see �gure 1 right).Although the representations extrated from one stereo image pair shows missingline segments (left) the aumulated representation is more omplete (right). Herewe give only a ondensed desription of the algorithm, for details see [1℄.2.1 The Aumulation ShemeLet e 2 E be an entity used to desribe objets (for instane a 2D{line segment,a struture tensor [9℄ extrated from an image, 3D{line segments extrated from astereo image pair or any other kind of objet desriptor) and d(e; e0) be a distanemeasure on the spae of entities E. Furthermore, let T be a transformation orequivalene relation, for instane a rigid body motion or the projetive transforma-tion orresponding to a rigid body motion. If ei is an entity extrated from framei of a sequene of events then T i;i+1(ei) is the transformation T i;i+1 from the i{thto the i+ 1{the frame applied to ei.Let ei+1 be an entity extrated from the i+1{th frame of the sequene we say thatei and ei+1 are likely to orrespond to eah other if d(T (ei); ei+1) is small. Oftenit might not be possible to �nd an exat orrespondene with d(T (ei); ei+1) = 0.For example, if we want to ompare loal image pathes in two images knowingthe exat projetive transformation orresponding to the rigid body motion of anobjet from the �rst to the seond frame, the orresponding image pathes an notbe expeted to be exatly equal beause of fators suh as noise during the imageaquisition, hanging illumination, non{Lambertian surfaes or disretization errors.The problem may even beome more severe when we extrat more omplex entitiessuh as 3D or 2D line segments or 3D{surfae pathes. Therefore it is advantageousto formalize a on�dene of orrespondene by a metri.The aumulation of information an now simply be ahieved by the followingupdate rule: If there exists an entity ei+1 in the i+1{th frame for whih d(T (ei); ei+1)is small (i.e. a orrespondene is likely) then merge T (ei) and ei+1 by some kind



of average operator êi+1 = merge(T (ei); ei+1) and set the on�dene for êi+1 to ahigher value than the on�dene assigned to ei. If there exists no entity ei+1 inthe i+1{the frame for whih d(T (ei); ei+1) is small, the on�dene for entity ei tobe part of the objet is dereased. In Figure 2 a shemati representation of thealgorithm is shown for two iterations.2.2 Appliation of the Aumulation Sheme to a Represen-tation with 3D{line segmentsIn this setion we apply the aumulation sheme introdued above to objet rep-resentations onsisting of loal 3D line segments. For these entities the hange ofthe transformation (i.e., T i;i+1(e)) an be omputed expliitly (for details see [1℄).2.2.1 Extration of a 3D Representation from Stereo ImagesIn the preproessing step a 3D representation of the objet grasped by the robotand presented at a ertain position and orientation is extrated. The orientationof the objet di�ers in eah stereo image pair (�gure 1). The objet representationonsists of loal 3D{line segments and is extrated using alibrated ameras andepipolar geometry. First, in eah single image lines are extrated using the orien-tation sensitive Hough transformation [15℄. The Hough lines are divided into loalline segments aording to loal information indiating evidene for the existene ofa loal line segment at a ertain pixel position in the image by evaluating gradientinformation. In our implementation the entity 'loal line segment' an only be ex-trated when there is loal support (a high magnitude of the gradient) and globalsupport (the line segment is part of a Hough line). Seond, orrespondenes of linesegments in the two stereo images are found. The epipolar onstraint is used toredue the searh problem to a one-dimensional problem. On the epipolar line or-responding to a ertain line segment the best math is de�ned as the orrespondingentity. For �nding the best math a similarity ombining gray level information (byevaluating the orrelation of image pathes) and semanti information (evaluatingthe di�erenes in the orientation of the found line segments) are used.1In most ases the orrespondene of 2D line segments de�nes a 3D line segment.In some ases, when the 2D line segments are lose to a 'ritial plane' [4, 8℄ theorrespondenes do not uniquely de�ne a 3D line segment and a 3D representationof parts of the objet an not be extrated. Note that by moving the objet, 3D{linesegments whih an not be extrated in one frame (beause they are too lose tothe ritial plane) move out of the ritial plane so that they an be part of the�nal representation. Here the hapti ontrol of the objet allows the reation ofsituations in whih ritial features an be extrated.The representation extrated from a single stereo image pair usually is not per-fet (see �gure 1), there are many missing parts (beause of the ritial plane,orrespondenes not found, not deteted Hough lines or not extrated 2D line seg-ments in one of the two stereo images) and some 'wrong' line segments (beause ofwrong orrespondenes or wrong 2D line segments extrated during preproessing).Here we fae the problem that semanti information an not be extrated with suf-�ient auray from single or stereo images whih is also one of the the reasons forthe need of manually designed objet representations in many arti�ial systems.To ahieve a suitable representation autonomously and to overome the need1This kind of preproessing faes the problem that for small edges Hough lines often an notbe found so that they do not our in the objet representation extrated from one stereo imagepair. Therefore we aim to use the loal image operator introdued in [5℄ to overome this problem.Furthermore, with this operator we may also integrate mathing with semanti and grey valueinformation within one framework.



of manual intervention we aumulate evidene over a self generated stereo imagesequene within a pereption ation yle as desribed in the next subsetion.2.2.2 Aumulation of Objet Representations in Stereo Image Sequenes
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Figure 3: Left: Spherial oordinates. Right: Di�erene in orientation doThe objet representation omputed from the �rst stereo image pair onsists ofa list L of 3D line segments l = (p;v), i.e., a line segment is desribed by its positionp = (x; y; z) and by the unit vetor v indiating the orientation of the line segment(see �gure 3 left). For these entities a metri d(l; l0) an be de�ned whih gives lowvalues for similar line segments and high values for dissimilar line segments.De�nition of the Metri: We de�ne a metri between two line segments byevaluating their orientation di�erene do and spatial di�erene dp. Given l = (p;v)and l0 = (p0;v0). The orientation di�erene is simply de�ned asdo(l; l0) := aros(v � v0);i.e. as the angle between v and v0 (see �gure 3 right).For the distane measure dp we have, beause of the aperture problem (see e.g.[13℄), also to take the orientation of a line segment into aount: The translation ofa line segment along the axis spanned by v should not inrease the distane betweentwo line segments as long as it is less then half of the length of the line segment. Inthe following we de�ne an elliptial unit sphere, i.e. we allow in the v diretion alarger translation than orthogonal to v (see �gure 4 left).To ompare p and p0 we need the oordinates of p̂0 of p0 in the oordinatesystem spanned by p and v (p be the origin and v the x{axis). For this we �rsttranslate p0 by �p and then perform the rotation whih maps v on the x{axis.This rotation an be well desribed by quaternions [2℄. The rotation axis isq0 = v + exjjv + exjjwith ex being the vetor (1; 0; 0). The rotation angle is � whih yields the quaternionq = os �2 + q0 sin �2 i.e., we have a simple reetion. Now we gain the oordinatesof p̂0 in the system spanned by p and v by the formulap̂0 = q(p0 � p)�q = 0� x̂0̂y 0̂z0 1A :
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PSfrag replaements v!1 + l2 PSfrag replaementsv!1 + l2Figure 4: Left: Elliptial sphere in 2D. Right: Symmetry does not hold for fp:The midpoint of the diagonal elliptial area is in the horizontal elliptial area butnot the other way round.We de�ne a distane measure between l and l0 (taking into aount an elliptialdeformation) by fp(l; l0) :=vuut 11 + l2 x̂0!2 + ŷ02 + ẑ02:Sine this measure is not symmetri (see �gure 4 right) we de�nedp(l; l0) := minffp(l; l0); fp(l0; l)gas the �nal metri. Now we are able to say that line segment ~l and ~l0 do orrespondto eah other when do(~l;~l0) and dp(~l;~l0) are smaller then ertain thresholds so andsp.Aumulation: A rigid body movement M of the robot an be desribed by sixparameters ~� 2 IR6, three desribing translation and the others desribing rotation.Let M ~�(L) be the list of loal line segments L representing the objet moved byM ~�. Let L0 be the list of loal line segments extrated from a new stereo imagepair. In this image pair the objet is shown after a movement whose parameters ~�are known. For our algorithm the orrespondenes between the representations L0and L an easily be ahieved by applying the rigid body motion M ~� to the storedrepresentation L: M ~�(L) � L0 and omparison of the line segments by applyingthe above de�ned metri.After ahieving orrespondenes the two representations M ~�(L) and ~L0 an bemerged by the aumulation sheme de�ned above: For eah line segment lj inM ~�(L) we searh for a line segment l0k in L0 whih is lose to lj aording to ourmetri d. If suh a orresponding line segment has been found a value j , indiatingthe on�dene of the system that lj is part of the objet, is inreased, otherwise it isdereased. Line segments in L0 to whih no orrespondenes in M ~�(L) do exist areinluded in the aumulated representation with only low on�denes. After a ou-ple of iterations with di�erent views of the objet the aumulated representationbeomes more and more stable (see �gure 1 right). It is even possible to segmentobjets from the bakground: Sine the bakground is �xed and not hanging a-ording to the equivalent relation rigid body motion line segments orresponding tothe bakground do vanish after a few iterations (see �gure 5) and only line segmentsorresponding to the objet and gripper remain.



Figure 5: Aumulation of an objet representation (�rst and �fth iteration). Linesegments orresponding to the bakground vanish after a few iterations. Left: oneof the stero images. Middle: Representation extrated from one stereo image pair.Right: Aumulated representation.3 Conlusion and OutlookWe showed that our algorithm is able to aumulate autonomously representationsutilizing self{ontrolled movements within a pereption{ation yle. For the futurea robot systems equipped with the ability to extrat eÆient objet representationsin a normal environment promises more exible appliations of robot vision systems.Instead of being equipped with manually de�ned representations the robot may useits own ability as a basis for manipulation and reognition. An important prestage of our algorithm would be a behavior whih allows to ahieve hapti ontrolover new objets and whih positions the robot arm and the amera suh thatthe aumulation proess an start. We are urrently implementing suh a basiompetene.Also the integration of additional ues suh as opti ow, olor, texture andhapti ues is part of our urrent and future researh. Our aumulation algorithman be applied to all of these entities as long as ertain the equivalane relationan be applied to them and a metri an be de�ned for them. A further importantstep is the appliation of the aumulated representation for mathing or trakingtasks. In this ontex, a promising method for pose estimation has been de�ned inour group [18℄ whih we aim to apply to our representations.Finally we aim to build a system equipped with some basi ompetenies (suhas the introdued aumulation sheme) whih starts a bootstrapping proess inwhih knowledge of the world is extrated by own motivation and experiene. Wethink that gaining hapti ontrol over the objet is one essential prerequisite of suha system in whih pereption and ation have to be losely onneted to supporteah other.
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